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Mobile workstation
Take the office with you

LOGISTICS + INDUSTRY | TABLE TROLLEY

Mobile workstation
Ideal for inventory, incoming goods and shipping tasks, or at assembly areas
› Saves on unnecessary walking distances
› With optional mobile power supply
› Available as a fixed design or with a height-adjustable table top

Height adjustable:
1,180 mm / 46.5 in

Cable duct
Hides annoying cable clutter
from connected devices at the
rear of the tabletop.

1,055 mm / 41.5 in

MOBILE WORKSTATION
with height-adjustable table top

MOBILE WORKSTATION
Fixed design

Shown with mobile power supply (accessory)

Take the office with you

Height-adjustable design

With the mobile workstation from Wanzl, your
equipment and documents are always with you
directly where you need them and you save on
unnecessary walking distances back to the office.

Better ergonomics at the workplace even if there
are multiple users! The mobile workstation with
height-adjustable table top can be flexibly adapted
to different user requirements. The height of the
table top can be adjusted in 25 mm increments by
means of a metal bracket.

A recess on the front of the base plate provides
more legroom when pushing. The table trolley is
also easy to manoeuvre thanks to the four swivel
castors. Two brakes ensure a secure position.

LOGISTICS + INDUSTRY | TABLE TROLLEY

Accessories
Mobile power supply
Expand the range of application of your
mobile workstation and fit your table trolley
with a lithium-ion battery! The latter provides
a mobile power supply for peripheral devices
such as printers, scanners and monitors. It is
connected via a voltage transformer with
integrated socket (accessory).
Please also refer to our separate brochure on
the Wanzl lithium-ion battery!

Adapter plate for battery mounting
The battery can be attached to the side of
the table trolley as well as to the middle
shelf. It can be easily mounted on the side of
the height-adjustable table trolley. In all the
other designs, the battery is mounted by
means of an adapter plate (accessory) which
is screwed on afterwards and into which the
battery can be suspended.

Adapter plate for lateral
mounting of the battery
in the fixed version.

The battery can be
suspended from the side
plate of the height-adjustable
table trolley without any
additional accessories.

Mobile workstation

Adapter plate for mounting
the battery on the middle
shelf.

Height adjustable

Fixed

06.96165.95-0000
625 x 650 / 24.6 x 25.6
1,055 - 1,180 / 41.5 - 46.5
125 / 4.9
30 / 66.1
90 / 198.4
49 / 108

06.96164.95-0000
625 x 650 / 24.6 x 25.6
1,100 / 43.3
125 / 4.9
30 / 66.1
90 / 198.4
32 / 70.5

(available as standard)
77.01770.00-0000
77.14702.95-9005
77.88599.95-9005
77.91539.95-1002
98.77288.00-0000
98.14917.95-0001
77.91199.95-0000
77.91199.95-0003

77.00753.95-5015
77.01770.00-0000
77.87808.95-0000
77.01205.95-5015
77.91539.95-1002
98.77288.00-0000
98.14917.95-0001
77.91199.95-0000
77.91199.95-0003

Additional storage space
If more storage space is needed, either an
additional shelf can be retrofitted or an extension plate can be used to extend the table
top. In the fixed version of the table trolley,
the extension plate can be folded downwards.
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Order no.
Length x width (mm / inches)
Height (mm / inches)
Castor diameter (mm / inches)
Load capacity per shelf (kg / lb)
Total load capacity (kg / lb)
Total weight (kg / lb)

Accessories
Extension plate

Mobile workstation
with additional shelf

Mounting plate for battery on the side
Mounting plate for battery on the shelf
Extension plate, 300 x 650 mm / 11.8 x 25.6 inch
Additional shelf
Li-Ion battery, 20 Ah
Voltage transformer, 550 W, EU standard
Voltage transformer, 550 W, UK standard
Charger, EU standard
Charger, UK standard
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